
2.5.17 
Romans 1:26-32 

The Kingdom Gospel 
"The gospel exposes our hearts” 

 
Main Point:  God knows what is in your heart; that is why he died for you 

 
Introduction:  Ethan and Henry - “choo-choo” 
            Romans describes a runaway train moving fast and on the path to destruction. 
 
Context:  Wrath of God is being revealed because people worship created things instead of the 
Creator (Rom. 1) 
 
Organizational Sentence:  What fuels this train?  We will see two major sources as we keep reading in 
Romans today... 
 

I. We fuel it with destructive sexual desires  (vv. 26-27) 
a. For this reason -- referring back to how people exchange the truth of God for a lie 
b. God gives people over to the things they desire in their hearts -  the punishment of sin 

is sin 
i. Passions (strong desires) - you have them; we all have them for all kinds of things 
ii. World says, “Pursue all of them!” 

c. Some desire and are given to twisted sexual relationships (26b-27) 
i. Heterosexual relationships are natural and homosexual relationships are not (and 

sin) 
1. Does Paul know what he is saying? 

a. Yes - in Corinth while writing this letter -- surrounded by 
promiscuity 

b. Yes - writing to Rome at a time with Nero was emperor who was 
open about this 

ii. The Bible roots its argument in nature/biology 
1. Culture says this is “heresy” and unthinkable.  What if people are born 

that way? 
a. Reaction makes sense - should I be told it is wrong to have blue 

eyes?  Bigotry! 
b. Newsweek Cover - ‘92  “Is this child gay?”  Study from Simon 

LeVay, PhD 
2. Video - New Atlantis; two Johns Hopkins professors explore actual 

evidence and determine there is not enough information to say it is 
genetic 

iii. Do not forget that this is not a singling out of homosexual sin / sexuality...look 
back at v. 24. 

d. Ultimately, this passion for one another supersedes a passion that should be for God 



i. Look at your heart - be honest with yourself...you have sexual desires that 
contribute to fuel the train of destruction.     AND that is not all... 

 
II. We fuel it with destructive selfish desires  (vv. 28-31)  

a. A failure to acknowledge God leads to wrong thinking (28) 
i. When God gives us over to what we want...it changes us.  People then decide it 

is not “worthwhile” to acknowledge God. 
ii. The result is that God allows it, but what he is allowing is a “debased mind” 

1. He is allowing people to have twisted minds that worship created things 
2. Embracing dishonorable passions lead to wrong thinking and... 

b. Wrong thinking leads to “all manner” of perversions and sin (29-31) 
i. 3 Ways to read this list: 

1. Defensively - “I don’t do that” 
2. Judgmentally - “Look at everyone else doing that” 
3. Humbly - “Lord, how do I do that” 

ii. I would summarize the list as extreme self-centeredness.  If YOU are the most 
important, then all of these things are possible and even make sense. 

III. Summary / Result  (vv. 32) 
a. God has given a righteous standard  (32a) 
b. All people break it AND approve others as they do the same.  (32b) 

i. Do not think that befriending is the same as approving 
ii. I don’t approve of everything I do myself! 

 
Conclusion: 
 John Griffith, Memphis Express 
 
 Jesus didn’t just die for your; sins he wants to help you  (Heb. 2:18) 
 
Transition to communion - What a great time to take communion.  When we have looked deeply at 
our hearts and know we need a savior.  He has saved us by dying for us. 
 
Benediction:  Isaiah 9:2 
 
 
Applications: 

● If we are engaged in any of this, the good news is that it is sin, not sickness.  There is a 
remedy for sin, not all illnesses! 

● Do we worship stuff and treat people like objects? 
● What Does the Bible Really Teach about Homosexuality?  Kevin DeYoung 
● If you are the most important being in the universe, then this vice list automatically follows 
● Ways to read this list: 

o Defensively - “I don’t do that” 
o Judgmentally - “Look at everyone else doing that” 



o Humbly - “Lord, how do I do that” 
● Being nice or reaching out to “sinners” is not giving approval.  God calls us to reach out, 

befriend, and welcome everyone. 
● Each of us have both twisted sexual desires and destructive self-centeredness 

 
Illustrations: 

● Memphis Express; John Griffith 
● Video from New Atlantis -- science is not settled 

○ science is not where our hope is...we come to our conclusions because of what the 
Bible says 

○ proper science will always support what the Bible says 
○ “sophomore” = wise fool --- a little bit of knowledge puff up 
○ We are not committing intellectual suicide to believe the Bible 


